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SUMMARY

I am a Senior Front-end Engineer who loves to provide solutions 
to complex problems. With over 7 years of industry experience, I 
provide a combination of technical expertise, leadership and 
people skills. My expertise is focused on React, Vue, Typescript 
and Testing. Also, in my opinion, human skills are as important as 
technical skills, and that's why I try to apply them every day, I 
consider myself a team player.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Senior Front-end Engineer
Abacum Remote
As a Senior Front-end Engineer in a fintech startup, I apply my skills in 
application development with React, Redux, Jest, Playwright and 
Typescript to create a financial application with good usability, scalable, 
good code level and high performance that meet the needs of our 
customers. My daily tasks include:

Developing and maintaining new features on the web platform using React 
and Redux
Creating automated tests using Jest and Playwright to ensure reliable 
performance and user experience
Continuous coordination with my Squad, working hand in hand with the 
Backend team, Squad Lead, Product Owner, and Design team
Collaborating with cross-functional teams to ensure high-quality software 
delivery and customer satisfaction
Review requirements and Pull Requests in GitHub in async
Assisting the Squad Lead with organizational tasks
Contributing ideas and improvements at a general level for all the Frontend 
team of the company

Senior Front-end Engineer (T-Shaped)
S|ngular Madrid
Developer for internal projects at BBVA within the Google Cloud Platform 
architecture team. I used as main technology Vue and Firebase for the 
Front and occasionally developed with Python3 parts of the Back. My 
tasks were:

To define the architecture, libraries and components of the project, making 
sure they are reusable
To maintain the quality of my code and work with my mates using Pull 
Request in BitBucket
To interact with the design team to suggest changes and make sure they 
translate into real functionality

Front-end Engineer
Ingeniova Systems Sevilla

Design, accessibility, and usability of web applications with Angular 4
Analyze and study always the client's requirements, applying clean code and 
best practices
Responsible for the management of 3 corporate websites of the main client, 
developed with WordPress, PHP and Javascript.

EDUCATION

Software Engineering
University of Seville

SCORE
8 10

SKILLS

Technical Skills

React Next.js Vue Nuxt.js

JavaScript Typescript Firebase

Playwright Cypress Jest

React Testing Library Python3 GCP

Git GitHub Clean Code

Soft Skills

Commitment Empathy Productivity

Leadership Collaboration Creativity

Teamwork Communication

Critical thinking

ACHIEVEMENTS

83% increase in web appointments
by for developing a web application for 
online dating for a customer

To be part of a $25M software 
company
Being part of the company from the time 
it achieved Series A onwards

Open source libraries
Published different components in NPM 
for the community

Published articles
Author of articles on JavaScript, 
Frameworks and technology

STRENGTHS

Collaboration
Experience working with a big team of 
engineers from different parts of the 
world

Detail-orientated
I always try to improve the way I work, I 
like to give and receive feedback, with 
the aim of improving myself, my 
colleagues and the company

www.enhancv.com
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CRISTIAN POLEY
Senior Front-end Engineer

�34 697137029 cristianpoleygonzalez@gmail.com www.cristianpoley.com
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